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The following result is due to Stephen Halperin and the first author ([2], Thm I). 
M UPPING THEOREM. Let f: X + Y be a map between simply connected rational spaces”‘, 
such that the induced map n,(f): z,(X) + n,(Y) on homotopy groups is injective. Then 
catX I catY 
It is natural to ask how far this theorem can be extended to integral (i.e. ordinary) 
homotopy theory. 
Let us observe first that as an immediate consequence of the theorem, any Postnikov fibre 
of a rational space of category n has category I n. This obviously fails in the integral case: let 
S3 (3 ) be the 3-connected cover of S3; by a classical calculation, Heven (S3 (3 ); H/2 Z) is a 
polynomial algebra on one generator of degree 4, and therefore cat S3 ( 3 ) = cc while cat S 3 
= 1’2’ 
This example suggests that the validity of the mapping theorem is closely related to the 
vanishing of stable k-invariants which is the cornerstone of rational homotopy theory ([4], 
Appendix). 
Indeed, “tame” homotopy theory has been constructed by W. Dwyer ([l]), following 
Quillen’s approach to rational homotopy theory [3], in order to keep as much torsion in 
homotopy as possible while annihilating stable k-invariants, and we shall prove that a 
mapping theorem holds in the tame category. 
The original proof of the theorem made heavy use of DGA models. The purpose of this 
note is to give a simple geometric argument which implies the mapping theorem both in the 
rational and the tame case. 
The following lemma is an easy exercise on the exactness of the fibration sequence of a 
map: 
LEMMA 1. Let X and Ybe l-connected and let 
be the,fibration sequence of the map f with homotopy fibre F. The following statements are 
equivalent 
(a) i is null-homotopic 
(b) p has a homotopy section 
(c) Qf has a homotopy retraction 
(d) the.fibration RX + RY-+ F is homotopically trivial. 
LEMMA 2. Any of the statements (a) to (d) above implies: 
catX I cat Y 
0 
Proof: Let (U, 1 be a categorical covering of Z i.e. U, 4 Y is null-homotopic for each k. 
If i is null-homotopic. so is the inclusion off- ‘(U,) in X: thus f - ‘(U,) is a categorical 
covering of X. 0 
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Remark: it follows from the above that iff admits a section, then cat F I cat X. 
PROPOSITION 1. (The geometric mapping theorem). Let f: X + Y be a map between (r - 1) 
connected spaces, r 2 2. Assume that the induced map n,(f) on homotopy groups is split 
injective and that I2Y has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. Then 
catX I cat k: 
Proof. Letup: RY+ K(n,(fiY)) be a homotopy equivalence, and p: @IY) + or, be a 
retraction of z,(f). Then the composite $ = K(p): cp _ Qf is a weak equivalence, hence a 
homotopy equivalence and $ - ’ u K (p)~ cp is a homotopy retraction of fif: Thus the 
proposition follows from Lemma l(c) and Lemma 2. 0 
The rational mapping theorem follows from Prop. 1 since any connected H-space has the 
rational homotopy type of a product of K(Q, n)‘s. Although not explicitly stated in [l], the 
corresponding result holds in the tame category: recall that a (r -1)-connected space is 
tame-or more accurately r-tame-if for each k 2 0, nr+L (X) is p-divisible for each prime p 
such that 2p - 3 I k. 
LEMMA 3. Any (r - l)-connected r-tame H-space, (r 2 2), has the homotopy type of a 
product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. 
Proof. The k-invariants of an H-space X are primitive, i.e. H-maps and its Postnikov 
sections are H-spaces. By induction, we have to prove that every H-map 
k “+I: fi K(%,Jl-+K(%+,,n+2) 
i=r 
with zi = ai( is trivial. It is, enough to check this at each prime p: for n + 2 2 r + 2p - 2, 
7~,+ 1 is a Q-vector space and the statement is well-known. Now in degrees * < r + 2p - 2 the 
Z/p H-algebra H * 
( 
fi K (Ici, i); E/p 
> 
is a free commutative Hopf algebra generated in degrees 
i=r 
lying between r and n + 1: by [4], Prop. 4.21, this algebra contains no primitive element in 
degree n + 2. 0 
COROLLARY 1. Let X and Y be (r - 1)-connected spaces, r 2 3, and letj‘: X + Y be a map 
such that n*(f) is split injective. If Y is r-tame, then 
catX I cat Y 
(and of course X is r-tame). 0 
If r 2 3, every (r - l)-connected space X admits a “r-taming” X + Xr’ (Cl], 1.2) unique 
up to homotopy equivalence. We may define the r-tame category of a space T”) cat (X) to be 
the category of the space X 7 . (‘) Clearly enough, since tame homotopy theory is a closed model 
category, the argument of [S] yields 
cat (X) 2 T(‘) cat (X) 2 cat, (X) 
where cat, (X) is the rational category-i.e. the category of the rationalization--of X. We can 
reformulate Cor. 1 as 
COROLLARY 2. Let X and Y be (r - 1) connected spaces, r 2 3, and let f: X + Y be a map 
such that x*(f) is split injective. Then 
T”’ cat (X) 5 T(” cat (I’). 0 
We conclude with an example which shows that the conclusion of Cor. 2 may fail if z.+(f) 
is injective, but not split injective. 
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Let p be a prime 2 5, and let p(p’) = S3 u ,,x? be the Moore space such that 
H4(P(pZ); Z) = H/p2Z. Let 
9: P4(P2) + K( UP z, 3) 
represent a generator of H3(P4(p2); Z/pZ) = Z/pZ and letf: F + p(p2) be the homotopy 
fibre of g. The mapfinduces the identity on rri, i 2 4 and the inclusion Z/pZ 4 Z/p2 Z for 
i = 3. Moreover cat P4(p2) = 1 = TC3’ cat P4(p2). 
The following diagram depicts the Serre spectral sequence for cohomology with Z/p h 
coefficients of the fibration 
K (Z/p Z, 2) + F + P4(p2) 
= z/p2 
denotes 
cycles 
permanent 
Since H2(F) = 0, one must have d3u = u, hence d3u2 = 2u@u, d3u3 = 3u2@u, and since 
H3(F) +O one must have d3j?u = 0, hence d3u.fiu = - bu @II. Therefore Bu @w is a 
permanent cycle and there is a non trivial cup-product in H’(F; Z/pH). 
But the taming F + Fg3’ induces an isomorphism on cohomology up to degree 2p - 1, 
therefore for p 2 5 one has cat (Fi3’) 2 2. 0 
(1) all spaces we consider have the homotopy type of cw-complexes 
(2) we mean normalized category, i.e. cat (pomt) = 0. 
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